WELCOME TO SUMMER IN LAMSON HALL! While we can’t control the temperature outside, we can control the warmth within. So we wish you the warmest of welcomes! We hope you’ll find that life is a bit more laid back, that you’ll make unexpected new friendships, and that you’ll succeed spectacularly at everything you’re here to accomplish.

HOUSE RULES Just a reminder that all usual house rules still apply during summer session, among them: that you need to be financially cleared by your SFS advisor in order to be live here, that curfews are still in effect, you still need to submit an overnight leave request at least 24 hours in advance of departure before being gone all night (and not leave till it’s approved!), etc. If you have any questions about this or other policies, stop by to visit with a dean.

CHANGED YOUR SUMMER PLANS? If your summer plans have changed, let Dean Phillips know, so we can adjust the housing program for ya: we do want you to keep getting your phone calls and packages!

NOTICE HOW QUIET IT IS AROUND HERE? There aren’t many of us around during the summer. So be sure to carry your ID and keys with you all the time… there won’t always be someone who can jump right up and let you in!

IT WON’T ALWAYS BE THIS QUIET…. Our first big summer visitors’ group will be Sabor, the Yugoslavian Camp Meeting at the end of May. For it, every room on 1 and 2 west is already reserved, with requests still coming in. So we’ll be full and busy and not so quiet! Thank you for completing your moves from spring to summer rooms so that Sabor rooms can be made up.

SAFETY FIRST With a summer of conferences, camp meetings, conventions, etc., there will be lots of ‘strange’ people walking through our campus. Take extra precautions in keeping your door locked, not opening it unless someone identifies themself, not leaving your things sit in the laundry room, etc. Use your good sense.

SUMMER WORSHIPS While no co-curricular credits are required during the summer, the RAs will be offering weekly worships on the hall, so be watching for the signs! Plan to go, bring a friend, and offer to help!

SAT PM ACTIVITIES The Student Dean will plan an activity for each Saturday night. If you have an idea for movies, games, etc, pass it on to them!

HEALTH CLUB We’re excited! The Health Club changes how we look and feel, and now we’re returning the favor: it’s getting a face lift! During the demo and renovation, of course, it will be closed, right now we’re aiming at May 15-30th, but we’ll see together how that goes — as we all know all too well, some times achieving beauty takes a bit more work than expected!


FIRE ALARMS With all the construction going on inside (Health Club) and outside (East Porch), the dust is driving our poor smoke detectors crazy. Again, we apologize for the inconvenience caused when they rise up in alarm at particulates in the air that, to them, look just like smoke.

SO… There will be more workmen on the halls than usual. Be extra sure to be dressed whenever you’re in the hallways, for both your comfort and theirs.

Lord, make me a blessing to someone today.

Amen